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NEW QUESTION: 1
You want to print a document with shape layers. You want the vector data to be sent to a
Postscript printer.
What should you do?
A. choose Layer >Rasterize> All Layers before printing
B. select Maximize Compatibility in the File Handling Preference dialog box
C. select Include Vector Data in the Output options of the Print with Preview dialog box.
D. duplicate the shape layers' vector masks as paths
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
When routing is configured on ASA, which statement is true?
A. If routing table has two matching entries with different prefix lengths, the entry with the
longer prefix
length is used.
B. If routing table has two matching entries with same prefix length, the first entry is used.
C. If the routing table has two matching entries, the packet is dropped.
D. If the default route is not present, then the routing table is checked.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Consider the three binary log files bin.00010, bin.00011, and bin.00012 from which you want to
restore data.
Which method would use mysqlbinlog for greater consistency?
A. shell> mysqlbinlog bin.00010 bin.00011 bin.00012 | mysql
B. shell> mysqlbinlog bin.00010 | mysql
shell> mysqlbinlog bin.00011 | mysql
shell> mysqlbinlog bin.00012 | mysql
C. shell> mysqlbinlog - restore bin.00010 bin.00011 bin.00012
D. shell> mysqlbinlog - include-gtide=ALL bin.00010 bin.00011 bin.00012 | mysql
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is a difference between what an Organization Owner and an Organization Member can do
in VMware Cloud on AWS?
A. directly access each VMware Host client from the SDDC console
B. invite new users
C. create a new SDDC
D. use the vSphere Client to manage a VM
Answer: B
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